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			WHO WE ARE

			India’s Largest Tech Enabled EV-as-a-Service Platform



			Know more 
		

	


	
		Right from the day of inception of Zypp, We are working to make last mile delivery and Mobility achieve ZERO EMISSION
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				Our Vision

				To reduce the problem of pollution & climate change with sustainability at the core, solving the last mile first in India and then extending the EV-as-a-Service solution to the world.
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				Our Mission

				We are on a mission zero emission where we wish to accelerate last mile delivery to go 100% sustainable with EVs by 2028 while making it efficient, affordable, intelligent, and reliable.
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				Total distance covered

				
				
    595477067.4


				Delivering on 100% Electric vehicles
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				CO2 saved

				
    31458895.57

				Reducing pollution since start of our operations
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				Avoided green house gas emissions equivalent to planting over

				
    1533650

				
				Trees & growing them for 10 years
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				Total Deliveries Done

				
    62791628.2

				Happiness Delivered at doorstep
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				Total Zypp Fleet

				20000+

				Doing Deliveries round the clock
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				Total Zypp Pilots

				19000+

				Transforming their monthly savings 
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				Total 3W Cargo Fleet

				1000+

				Ensuring bulk orders and emission-free deliveries

			

		


	





	
		
			
				Zypp for Everyone
				Zypp for Everyone
				Zypp for Everyone
				Zypp for Everyone
				Zypp for Everyone
				Zypp for Everyone
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								Zypp Last Mile Deliveries
									
										
									
								


								Say Goodbye to rising fuel prices, Say hello to Zypp Rentals


								Ride the HIGH PERFORMANCE powerful two-wheeler and three Wheeler cargo vehicles on easy rentals and maximize your earnings by saving fuel cost and go green with ZERO EMISSIONS


									
										
											
												
												
												
												
												
												
												
												
												
											
										

										Save Petrol Cost

									
	
										
											
											
											
											
											
											
											
											
											
										
										High Performance Double Battery

									
	
										
											
											
											
											
											
											
											
											
										
										Charger Provided

									
	
										
											
												
												
												
												
												
												
											
										



										24*7 Support

									
	
										
											
												
												
												
												
												
												
												
												
												
												
												
												
											
										
										App Operated

									
	
										
											
												
												
												
											
										
										100-120Km Range

									



								

							


						

					



				



			

		

	








	
		
			
				Zypp Last Mile Deliveries

				Simple, accessible micromobility for all

			


			
				How To Become Zypp Pilot
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					Discover Zypp Pilot App

					Take control of your mobility with Zypp Last Mile Deliveries, Rent and
						Ride in easy steps


					
							
								
										
											
												
												
											
										
									Download the Pilot App
							
	
								
										
											
												
												
													
													
													
													
													
													
													
												
											
										


									Do your KYC with 4 easy steps
							
	
								
										
											
												
												
												
												
													
														
															
															
																
															
														
														
													
													
													
													
													
													
													
													
													
												
											
										

									Select your Zypp electric scooter
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									Earn money by delivering your order
							
	
								
									
  	
  	
  	
									


									Token Generation
							
	
								
										
											
												
													
												
												
													
													
												
											
										

									Easy payout process
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			what we offer

			Explore categories of services that meets your goals of saving money and reducing emissions
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							Read more 
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							Premium

							EV Services

							Read more 
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							Read more 
						

					


				

			

			
				
EV For All



						
						Zypp Last Mile Deliveries: Save on petrol cost, Rent a eScooter 
					
	
						 EV Deliveries: Get dedicated rider for last mile deliveries
					
	
						 3 Wheeler for big earnings: Ensure big orders delivered emission-free
					


			

		

	



	
		
			

				Our Partners
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				OUR INVESTORS

				Investors who believed in us
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							TESTIMONIALS

							We help to achieve mutual goals.

						


						
							Big Basket

							“I've been working with Zypp for 2-3 months now and this has helped me come out of my bad financial condition. I'm happy to work with Zypp”

							Anupriya

							Delivery Rider
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                TESTIMONIALS

                We help to achieve mutual goals.

            

            
                Niti Ayog

                “The Zypp is a unique role model and I would like to personally congrats to Akash and Rashi for great initiative, this is path breaking and I am sure Zypp will be the best role model for everyone else to follow in this country”

                Amitabh Kant

                CEO of NITI Aayog
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							TESTIMONIALS

							We help to achieve mutual goals.

						


						
							Big Basket

							“It's a good initiative by Zypp and I joined it after getting a referral from my friend. I am earning a decent monthly amount which is near my expectations and I am happy to be a part of zero emission deliveries”

							Kurleen

							Delivery Rider
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							TESTIMONIALS

							We help to achieve mutual goals.

						


						
							Zomato

							“Over All I Would Like To Let You Know That If U Love To Work In Field Then This Company Is Absolutely Perfect For You”

							Robin Sherawat

							Delivery Rider
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							TESTIMONIALS

							We help to achieve mutual goals.

						


						
							Big Basket

							“I'm getting good support from Zypp for doing deliveries with this e-scooter and earning good monthly. This has helped me meet my financial needs and I would recommend other women to be a part of it”

							Mamta

							Delivery Rider
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							TESTIMONIALS

							We help to achieve mutual goals.

						


						
							Zepto

							“I get scooter in rent, this helps me save my petrol expenses and i do more deliveries than before”

							Dharmendra Tiwari,

							Delivery Rider
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							TESTIMONIALS

							We help to achieve mutual goals.

						


						
							Swiggy

							“mera naam raamabeer pal hai main 3 maheene se rent par skootar chala raha hoon aur mujhe rent par skootar chalakar meree kamaee bhee badh gayee hai aur mujhe petrol kee badhatee keematon se chhutakaara bhee mil gaya hain !”

							Ramabeer Pal,

							Delivery Rider
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                            TESTIMONIALS

                            I Earned 70,000 in a single month.

                        


                        
                            Porter

                            “A journey from Farrukhabad to Delhi with Zypp 3W has been nothing short of
                                transformative. As a rider, I've not only covered the distance but also amassed Rs
                                70,000 in a single month. Zypp 3W not only provides seamless transportation but also
                                empowers individuals like me to earn a livelihood.”

                            Sanjay

                            Delivery Rider
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		WE ARE IN THE NEWS

		Zypp EV Everywhere
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                        Zypp Electric’s EV Revolution: Last-Mile Sustainability, 200,000 EV Fleet Target


                        
                            Feb, 21, 2024
                            READ MORE 
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                        Empowering Women, One Ride at a Time – Zypp Electric’s Bold Initiative


                        
                            Mar, 08, 2024
                            READ MORE 
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                        EVs will make up half of the commercial logistics force by 2028: Zypp Electric Co-founder Akash Gupta


                        
                            Mar, 11, 2024
                            READ MORE 
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                        FT ranking: High-Growth Companies Asia-Pacific 2024


                        
                            Mar, 13, 2024
                            READ MORE 
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                        Zypp Electric announces rap song honoring delivery partners


                        
                            Mar, 14, 2024
                            READ MORE 
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					Zypp Electric Rolls Out Road Safety Campaign


                        
                            Feb, 03, 2024
                            READ MORE 
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					Budget  2024 Expectations Highlights: Will FM Nirmala Sitharaman bring cheer to the common man?


                        
                            Jan, 26, 2024
                            READ MORE 
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					‘We Provide Full-Stack SaaS Solutions’: Akash Gupta, Zypp Electric


                        
                            Feb, 06, 2024
                            READ MORE 
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					AddUp Networks & NikolEV Bags Zypp’s EVolve Challenge Season 2


                        
                            Jan, 11, 2024
                            READ MORE 
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						Zypp Electric to deploy 500,000 e-scooters in India by FY27


                        
							December, 21, 2023
							READ MORE 
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						Zypp Electric plans to incorporate 500-1000 Gogoro e-scooters in its fleet


                        
							December, 13, 2023
							READ MORE 
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						EMPOWERING GIG WORKERS: GIG ECONOMY’S SHIFT TOWARDS SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY


                        
							November, 26, 2023
							READ MORE 
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						NewsX EVthon - Mini Summit | Akash Gupta, CEO, ZYPP Electric


                        
							Novermber,24, 2023
							READ MORE 
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						EV logistics platform Zypp zooms 5x in revenues, but rider-partners on shaky ground


                        
							November, 17, 2023
							READ MORE 
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						Lectrix EV Joins Hands with Zypp Electric For its Electric Two-Wheeler Expansion



						
							October, 03, 2023
							READ MORE 
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						Pioneering Solutions For Effortless Deliveries



						
							September, 28, 2023
							READ MORE 
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						Electrifying last-mile deliveries for a more sustainable supply chain



						
							September, 03, 2023
							READ MORE 
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						Start Your Engines: How to begin a startup in the cars industry



						
							August, 21, 2023
							READ MORE 
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						'Beat The Heat' Campaign: Zypp Electric Honors Delivery Partners On Its Foundation Day!



						
							August, 23, 2023
							READ MORE 
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						Zypp Electric empowers employees with Rs 1.5 crore ESOP buyback



						
							July, 28, 2023
							READ MORE 
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						Zypp Electric allocates Rs 1.5 crore for buyback, first in EV industry



						
							July, 27, 2023
							READ MORE 
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						Zypp Electric: Empowering pollution-free deliveries



						
							June, 08, 2023
							READ MORE 
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						Zypp Electric to deploy two lakh vehicles in its fleet, invest $300 million for expansion



						
							May, 28, 2023
							READ MORE 
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						Uber Partners With Various EV Makers To Accelerate Transition Towards Sustainable Mobility



						
							May, 24, 2023
							READ MORE 
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						Meet Rashi Agarwal, IIM graduate whose firm made Rs 125 crore; 2 decisions changed her life forever



						
							May, 07, 2023
							READ MORE 
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						Zypp Electric's Annual revenue jumps 459% in FY23 as it grars up for expansion in Bangaluru



						
							May, 02, 2023
							READ MORE 
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						Zypp Electric, Zomato join hands to deploy 1-lakh e-scooters for last-mile delivery by 2024



						
							April, 25, 2023
							READ MORE 
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						Starting With Bike-Sharing Rental, Couple Scales to Rs 125 Crore Turnover E-Scooter Delivery Business



						
							April, 22, 2023
							READ MORE 
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						The rocky road to EV financing



						
							March, 13, 2023
							READ MORE 
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						Zypp Electric raises $25 mn in a Series B



						
							February, 08, 2023
							READ MORE 
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						Zypp’s Rashi Agarwal says techies can bring big change to EVs



						
							January, 27, 2023
							READ MORE 
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						Zypp Electric launches ZyppDash fleet management dashboard



						
							January, 25, 2023
							READ MORE 
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        EV EVERYWHERE


        #MISSION ZERO EMISSION


      


      

        

          

            

          

          Go Electric with Zypp Deliveries 

      


    


  



  

    



      

        

          Careers


          Join Team Zypp, To Zypp your Career!


          We are on a mission to make Indian achieve ZERO POLLUTION in mobility by 2030, join us to be a part of MISSION ZERO EMISSION.


          See Open Positions 
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An ISO Certified Company





      




      
      
      
      

       
        



          




          
            WE’D LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU


            Get in touch

            

                	Rider related query 
                    
                  


                	Business related query 
                    
                   


                	Advertise your Brand 
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